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MONITORING FARM PRODUCTIVITY

CONTRACT

FARMING “
Our raw material cost varies 

considerably across farms, 

though we share best practices.

We have over 5,000 farms. The 

raw material cost report is a 75-

page Excel report that no one 

reads.

Also, we gain no insights as to 

how the productivity changes 

over time

We have an equally tough time 

understanding the behavior of 

large number of our customers 

spread across varied market-

areas with different purchase 

patterns.
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Each block is a branch

The size of the block is 
proportional to the number of 
birds lifted from that block over 
the 6 month period.

So, Branch-1 has had a few more 
birds lifted than Branch-2, for 

example.

BRANCH-1 BRANCH-2

BRANCH-3 BRANCH-4
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Each block is a branch

The size of the block is 
proportional to the number of 
birds lifted from that block over 
the 6 month period.

So, Branch-1 has had a few more 

birds lifted than Branch-2, for 
example.

Within each block, we have 
farms

Each square within the block 

represents one farm. The area of 
the square is proportional to the 
number of birds lifted.

The farms are arranged by size, 
to easily identify patterns later.

smallest

largest

BRANCH-1 BRANCH-2

BRANCH-3 BRANCH-4
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Each block is a branch

The size of the block is 
proportional to the number of 
birds lifted from that block over 
the 6 month period.

So, Branch-1 has had a few more 
birds lifted than Branch-2, for 
example.

Within each block, we have 
farms

Each square within the block 
represents one farm. The area of 
the square is proportional to the 
number of birds lifted.

The farms are arranged by size, 
to easily identify patterns later.

A farm is colored by 
performance

For example, in the mortality 
report, the Farm-67 in Branch-1, 
had a mortality rate of 15.2%, 
which is dark orange (below 
average). Low mortality

Average mortality

High  mortality

FARM-67

BRANCH-1 BRANCH-2

BRANCH-3 BRANCH-4
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MORTALITY ACROSS ALL FARMS IN THE COUNTRY

Agriculture
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BRANCH-WISE FARM PERFORMANCE

Number of farms

in that branch

Number of birds 

lifted  on each lift.

The colour coding 

indicates  lifting 

productivity. 

Many birds lifted

Average birds lifted

Few birds lifted

Shows the mortality trend. 

Each bar is one day. The height 

of the bar indicates the number 

of birds lifted on that day. (Gaps 

indicate no lifts on that day 

from any farm.)

The colour of each bar indicates 

the mortality rate. 

Many birds

Few birds

Low mortality

Average mortality

High mortality

Low mortality

High mortality

Average mortality of 

the branch.

The colour coding 

indicates  quality of 

mortality. 

Low mortality

Average mortality

High  mortality

A similar trend plot 

for the average cost. 

Each day is one bar. 

Height =number of 

birds lifted.

Low cost

Average cost

High  cost

A similar trend plot 

for average weight. 

Each day is one bar. 

Height =number of 

birds lifted.

High weight

Average weight

Low weight
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